To study the mechanism of gene targeting, we examined heteroduplex DNA (hDNA) formation during targeting of two separate chromosomal locations in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. We examined both replacement of the entire gene with a heterologous selectable marker and correction of a single base pair insertion mutation by gene targeting, and in all cases our results were consistent with separate strand invasion͞resolution at the two ends of the targeting fragment as the dominant mechanism in wild-type cells. A small subset of transformants was consistent with assimilation of a single strand of targeting DNA encompassing both flanking homology regions and the marker into hDNA. hDNA formation during correction of a point mutation by targeted integration was conspicuously altered in a mismatch repair-deficient background and was consistent with single-strand invasion͞assimilation without mismatch correction, confirming that gene targeting by this pathway is actively impeded in wild-type yeast. Finally, inversion of one targeted locus and mutation of an active origin of DNA replication at the other locus affected hDNA formation significantly, suggesting that formation of productive interactions between the targeting DNA and the targeted site in the chromosome is sensitive to local DNA dynamics.
To study the mechanism of gene targeting, we examined heteroduplex DNA (hDNA) formation during targeting of two separate chromosomal locations in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. We examined both replacement of the entire gene with a heterologous selectable marker and correction of a single base pair insertion mutation by gene targeting, and in all cases our results were consistent with separate strand invasion͞resolution at the two ends of the targeting fragment as the dominant mechanism in wild-type cells. A small subset of transformants was consistent with assimilation of a single strand of targeting DNA encompassing both flanking homology regions and the marker into hDNA. hDNA formation during correction of a point mutation by targeted integration was conspicuously altered in a mismatch repair-deficient background and was consistent with single-strand invasion͞assimilation without mismatch correction, confirming that gene targeting by this pathway is actively impeded in wild-type yeast. Finally, inversion of one targeted locus and mutation of an active origin of DNA replication at the other locus affected hDNA formation significantly, suggesting that formation of productive interactions between the targeting DNA and the targeted site in the chromosome is sensitive to local DNA dynamics. T argeted gene disruption was introduced in the late 1970s and since has become one of the most useful methods available for investigating gene function. In early studies in yeast, genes were disrupted by inserting a piece of the targeted gene into a plasmid to facilitate homologous recombination of the foreign plasmid DNA into the yeast chromosome (1, 2) . Subsequently, it was found that cutting the plasmid in the region of homology to the chromosome greatly increased the frequency of recombination in both yeast (3) and mammalian (4, 5) cells. This finding led to the proposal that this type of gene disruption, known as ''ends-in'' gene targeting, occurs by a process analogous to double-strand break repair (DSBR), whereby integration of the broken plasmid into the chromosome occurs during repair of the break by gene conversion associated with crossing over (3) . The ends-in method disrupts gene function by inserting foreign DNA at the target site without deleting the targeted gene.
To address the limitations of insertional mutagenesis, gene replacement strategies were developed in yeast (6) and later implemented in mammalian cells (7) by using recombinant linear DNA in which the two ends of the fragment are homologous to the regions flanking the targeted gene but the gene itself is replaced by a selectable marker. The ends of the linear targeting fragment are recombinogenic, facilitating replacement of the targeted gene with the selectable marker. This type of gene targeting is called ''ends-out'' because the edges of the targeting DNA correspond to two divergent, discontinuous stretches of chromosomal DNA. In effect, the two ends of the targeting fragment are separate, unrelated broken ends, so the mechanism of integration probably involves initially uncoordinated interactions between each end of the targeting fragment and its corresponding region of homology in the chromosome. Thus, integration of ends-out targeting DNA must occur by some mechanism other than simple gene conversion accompanied by crossing over. This notion is reinforced by the observation that, whereas mitotic gene conversion is reduced 50-to 100-fold in mutants in which the Rad51 recombinase is absent (8, 9) , targeted integration frequency is reduced only Ϸ8-fold (10). Despite limited dependence on RAD51, the mechanism of ends-out gene targeting in yeast clearly requires the broader recombination machinery because targeted integration is extremely deficient in rad52 mutants (10) . This observation at first glance seems paradoxical, because the primary role of Rad52 in recombination is generally believed to be accessory to Rad51, but Rad52 also participates in a variety of RAD51-independent recombination events (reviewed in ref. 11). In vitro, Rad52 anneals complementary oligonucleotides (12) , suggesting a possible role for this protein in base-pairing one strand of the targeting DNA with the targeted chromosomal locus in the absence of Rad51.
Despite these obvious differences from DSBR, it has been postulated that ends-out gene targeting occurs by separate crossovers at the two ends of the targeting fragment (13) , but supporting data are limited and important mechanistic questions remain unanswered. Li et al. (14) examined heteroduplex DNA (hDNA) formation during targeted gene replacement in a mouse hybridoma cell line and found evidence of hDNA in both flanking homology regions in 9 of 26 transformants, eight of which were consistent with the model featuring invasion of the chromosome by different strands of targeting DNA at the two ends, as shown in Fig. 1a . Leung et al. (15) raised the idea that gene targeting can occur by assimilation of a single strand of the targeting fragment into heteroduplex with the corresponding chromosomal locus followed by mismatch correction (Fig. 1b) . However, clear evidence for this mechanism was found only in mismatch repair-defective pms1 mutants, not in wild-type cells. Furthermore, targeting fragments used in that study (15) differed from the targeted chromosomal locus by only a few base pairs, not the large central heterologies typical of targeted gene replacement. It appears that even when single-strand assimilation intermediates were able to form, subsequent mismatch repair was overwhelmingly in favor of the chromosomal allele. Thus, gene targeting by this mechanism would be unlikely in wild-type cells. A separate study in yeast showed large increases in targeted gene replacement in mutants from which a different mismatch repair gene, MSH2, was deleted (16) , suggesting that the mismatch repair machinery in wild-type cells acts specifically to prevent integration of a selectable marker, even when flanked by large regions of homology.
To investigate the mechanism of gene targeting in wild-type yeast, we developed targeting fragments that allow us to physically examine transformants for evidence of hDNA in the flanking homology regions during targeted integration. Our results suggest that gene targeting is typically initiated by separate strand invasions at the two ends of the targeting molecule ( Fig. 1a) and infrequently occurs by assimilation of a single strand of targeting DNA encompassing both flanking homology regions into hDNA followed by mismatch correction (Fig. 1b) . The mechanism and frequency of targeted integration in a mismatch repair-deficient pms1 background were radically altered and were consistent with single-strand assimilation without mismatch correction (Fig. 1c) , confirming that this is a minor, secondary pathway in wild-type yeast.
Materials and Methods
Yeast Strains. All strains are derived from LSY678, a RAD5 derivative of W303-1A (17) . Strains LSY697 and LSY698, containing the met17-sna and met17ϻADE2 alleles, respectively, have been described previously (8) . To create a trp1ϻURA3 derivative, LSY678 was first transformed to Trp ϩ with a SnaBI͞ ApaLI fragment from plasmid pRS414 (18) , creating strain LSY1099. The TRP1 ORF of LSY1099 was replaced with the URA3 marker by PCR-mediated gene disruption (19) to create strain LSY1103. TRP1-ars1 Ϫ strain LSY1508 was made by transforming LSY1103 with an SspI͞BsaBI fragment from pLL111-ars1 Ϫ . Trp ϩ Ura Ϫ clones were checked by PCR for the presence of a XhoI mutation at ars1. LSY1509, a trp1ϻURA3-ars1 Ϫ derivative of LSY1508, was made by PCR-mediated gene disruption of LSY1508 using the same primers used to make LSY1103. Inverted met17ϻADE2 strain LSY1539 was created by transforming LSY678 with BstEII-digested pLL152, and the inversion was confirmed by PCR. LSY946-1C was made by crossing LSY697 to pms1ϻTRP1 strain HKY594-1B (a gift from Hannah Klein, New York University School of Medicine, New York).
Plasmids. Plasmid pLL140 contains a 3.3-kb MET17 fragment cloned into plasmid pGEM-T (Promega). Plasmid pLL147 is a derivative of pLL140 with the following interrupted palindromic inserts cloned into unique restriction sites in the MET17 flanking regions: upstream insert at SwaI, 5Ј-ATTTctagctaggccttttttaggcctagctagAAAT-3Ј; downstream insert at BglII, 5Ј-AcgtcgatccggattttttccggatcgacgGATCT-3Ј.
Plasmid pLL111 contains a 2.2-kb TRP1 fragment cloned into plasmid pGEM-T. Plasmid pLL113 is a derivative of pLL111 with the following interrupted palindromic inserts cloned into unique restriction sites in the TRP1 flanking regions: upstream insert at SnaBI, 5Ј-TACcgagctaggccttttttaggcctagctcgGTA-3Ј;
An ars1 mutant derivative of pLL111, pLL111-ars1 Ϫ , was made by replacing the A site with a XhoI linker by site-directed mutagenesis using the Gene Editor kit (Promega) (20) . An ars1 derivative of pLL113, pLL113-ars1 Ϫ , was made by subcloning sequences from pLL113 into pLL111-ars1 Ϫ . Plasmids pLL153 and pLL154 were created by using the same primers and technique used to create pLL111, except that the template was genomic DNA from strains LSY1103 (trp1ϻURA3 and ARS1) and LSY1509 (trp1ϻURA3 and ars1 Ϫ ), respectively. All plasmids containing ARS1 were able to confer high-frequency transformation of yeast whereas both ars1 Ϫ derivative plasmids were not, indicating a disruption of origin activity.
To invert the met17ϻADE2 disruption, a 7.1-kb fragment containing met17ϻADE2 from LSY698 was PCR-amplified and cloned into the NotI and BamHI sites of pRS423 (18), creating pLL151. To flip met17ϻADE2, plasmid pLL151 was digested with SpeI and religated. Clones with the 2.9-kb SpeI fragment in inverted orientation with respect to the surrounding sequences were identified by restriction analysis and designated pLL152.
Analysis of hDNA. For gene targeting, plasmids pLL113 and pLL113-ars1 Ϫ were digested with SspI and BsaBI to release the TRP1 fragment, and plasmid pLL147 was digested with SpeI to release the MET17 fragment. Transformation of yeast cells was done by the lithium acetate method using Ϸ100-300 ng of linear targeting DNA with 50 g of salmon sperm carrier DNA. Transformed cells were plated onto synthetic complete (SC) medium lacking Trp (SC ϪTrp) or Met (SC ϪMet), as appropriate. To exclude transformants arising by end-joining of the fragment or random integration, Trp ϩ colonies were replicaplated to medium containing 5-fluoroorotic acid (5-FOA) to identify clones that had lost the trp1ϻURA3 marker. Similarly, Met ϩ transformants that had replaced the met17ϻADE2 marker were identified by colony color or by replica plating to SC ϪMet ϪAde. The Met ϩ Ade ϩ transformants accounted for Ͻ10% of total events. To exclude random integration events in the met17-sna background, genomic DNA from Met ϩ clones was amplified by PCR with primers flanking the met17-sna mutation. PCR products were digested with SnaBI, which cuts MET17 sequences but not met17-sna. PCR products that failed to digest to completion were not analyzed further. Transformation efficiencies of the different target strains were similar for a given and curved arrows show how the two constituent cell genotypes arise from replication of the two different strands of DNA in the targeted cell and segregation during the next cell division. Because the marker on the targeting DNA is selected, the daughter cell that lacks the marker in c will not grow (as indicated by the dotted line), whereas the daughter cell with the marker will give rise to a colony that is not sectored for the flanking markers.
marker (data not shown) except for the pms1 strain, as described in Results. The transformation efficiency at TRP1 was Ϸ10-fold lower than at MET17 (data not shown).
After identifying correct clones by phenotype, whole individual colonies were suspended in 5 ml of synthetic complete (SC) medium and grown overnight. Ten microliters of each culture was spotted onto selective media to preserve the strains for further analysis, and Ϸ96 individual colonies were analyzed for each transformed strain. Genomic DNA from each strain was amplified by PCR with primers specific to the upstream or downstream flanking region and then digested with restriction enzymes diagnostic of the chromosomal allele or the targeting allele for each flanking region (see Fig. 2 ). PCR products that digested to completion with the restriction enzyme specific to the targeting allele were scored as ''vector site only'' and PCR products that digested to completion with the restriction enzyme specific to the chromosomal allele were scored as ''chromosomal site only.'' PCR products that showed partial digestion with both enzymes were scored as ''hDNA.'' Clones that were scored as hDNA in both flanking regions were subcultured to segregate the two cell types and isolate pure clonal populations. Six to eight individual subclones were characterized by PCR and restriction digestion. Two patterns of subclones were expected. In one, both the upstream and downstream PCR products from all subclones were cleaved by enzymes of the same specificity, either chromosome-specific or targeting fragment-specific. This pattern was scored as ''cis.'' In the other pattern of subclones, the up-and downstream PCRs were cleaved by enzymes of the opposite specificity and scored as ''trans.'' Statistical Analysis. For different strains targeted with the same selectable marker, differences between strains in the number of hDNA and non-hDNA transformants at either the upstream or downstream locus were treated as categorical variables and analyzed by Fisher's two-tailed exact test. P values Ͻ 0.05 were considered statistically significant.
Results
Experimental System. We designed an experimental system that relies on restriction site polymorphisms to detect formation of heteroduplex between homologous regions of targeting DNA and the chromosome during gene targeting. To avoid mismatch repair of the resulting hDNA, the altered restriction sites were incorporated into 26-bp palindromic inserts that are poor substrates for mismatch repair (21) .
After identifying transformants as isolated single colonies arising from targeted integration, we examined the regions of the flanking sequences containing the restriction site polymorphisms by PCR, digesting the PCR products with restriction endonucleases to distinguish chromosomal DNA from targeting DNA in the upstream and downstream f lanking regions. Throughout this paper, ''upstream'' refers to the region 5Ј to the ORF that contains the promoter of the relevant gene; ''downstream'' refers to the region 3Ј to the ORF that contains the transcriptional terminator of that gene. Cleavage of the PCR product with one enzyme but not the other identifies that locus as containing exclusively chromosomal or exclusively targeting vector DNA. Partial cleavage with both enzymes indicates that the particular transformant gave rise to a colony with a mixed population of cells resulting from failure to repair hDNA formed during the targeting process (referred to as ''sectoring''). Colonies showing hDNA formation in both the upstream and downstream flanking homology regions were further characterized by subclone analysis to determine whether the same or opposite strands of targeting DNA invaded the chromosome at the two ends, as shown in Fig. 1 
(see Materials and Methods for details).

Targeted Gene Replacement Occurs by Invasion of Separate Strands
at Each End. We first examined hDNA formation during targeted replacement of the chromosomal trp1ϻURA3 allele by TRP1 (Fig. 2a) . Of 103 Trp ϩ Ura Ϫ transformants examined, 58 were sectored for the upstream hDNA marker (56%), and 22 were sectored downstream (21%) (Fig. 3a) . Altogether, evidence of hDNA formation during gene targeting was identified in one or both flanking regions in 70 transformants (68%), although only 10 transformants (10%) showed hDNA formation in both flanking regions (Table 1 ). Subclone analysis of these transformants showed that nine were in the trans configuration, whereas only one was in the cis configuration (Table 1) . These results are consistent with a model in which a different strand of targeting DNA invades the chromosome at each end (Fig. 1a) , similar to what was found previously for targeted gene replacement in mouse cells (14) .
To confirm the generality of these results, we conducted a similar analysis at a second locus, this time replacing a chromosomal met17ϻADE2 allele (where ADE2 is under control of the MET17 promoter) with MET17 (Fig. 2b) . Although the hDNA markers were much nearer the ends of the targeting fragment in MET17, the results were remarkably similar to those at TRP1. Of the 94 Met ϩ Ade Ϫ transformants examined, 49 were sectored for the upstream flanking marker (52%), and 24 were sectored for the downstream flanking marker (26%) (Fig. 3b) . Sixty-five transformants exhibited hDNA in one or both flanking regions (69%), and eight transformants (9%) showed evidence of hDNA in both flanking regions (Table 1) . In this case, all eight double-sectored transformants were in the trans configuration (Table 1) indicating that, at least during gene replacement in wild-type yeast, gene targeting is normally initiated by different strands of DNA at the two ends of the molecule and not by assimilation of a single strand into hDNA. 
Targeting of a Single Base Pair Mutation also Occurs by Separate
Strand Invasions. To determine whether gene replacement with a selectable marker poses a barrier to gene targeting by singlestrand invasion, we examined mutation correction by gene targeting using the met17-sna strain shown in Fig. 2b . In this case, the only difference between the MET17 sequence on the targeting DNA and the met17-sna allele on the chromosome is a single base pair insertion in an SnaBI site on the chromosomal allele, in addition to the palindromic insertions (8) . Of 93 Met ϩ transformants shown to have replaced the met17-sna allele, 33 were sectored for the upstream flanking marker (35%), and 15 were sectored for the downstream flanking marker (16%) (Fig.  3c) . Formation of hDNA was detected in at least one of the flanking regions in 39 transformants (42%), whereas nine transformants (10%) showed hDNA formation in both flanking regions (Table 1 ). Subclone analysis of these transformants showed seven and two in the trans and cis configurations, respectively ( Table 1 ), suggesting that the mechanism of successful targeted integration does not differ significantly between gene replacement and mutation correction in wild-type cells (P ϭ 0.47). These results do not exclude the possibility that single-strand invasion intermediates form in wild-type cells, but, if so, they are probably corrected to the chromosomal allele in most cases. In this way, our results are similar to those of Leung et al. (15) , who found evidence for single-strand assimilation in mismatch repair-deficient pms1 mutants but not in wild-type cells.
PMS1 Prevents Gene Targeting by Assimilation of a Single Strand.
To investigate the effects of mismatch repair, the gene targeting experiments at met17-sna were repeated in a strain deleted of PMS1, which encodes one of the four MutL homologs in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. We found a dramatic reduction in the number of transformants with hDNA in the pms1 strain, consistent with the formation, but not repair, of hDNA between a single strand of the MET17 targeting DNA and one strand of the chromosomal met17-sna locus (Fig. 1c) . Replication of the unrepaired intermediate would yield only one daughter cell with the MET17 allele, resulting in an unsectored colony. Of 96 Met ϩ transformants shown to have replaced the met17-sna allele, only three were sectored for the upstream flanking marker (3%), three were sectored for the downstream flanking marker (3%) (Fig. 3c) , and none of the transformants analyzed showed sectoring for both flanking markers. Along with the changes in hDNA formation, we also observed a Ͼ3-fold increase in the number of Met ϩ Ade Ϫ transformants in the pms1 strain (data not shown).
To create a MET17 strain by single-strand assimilation, the hDNA tract initiated by 3Ј end invasion of the targeting DNA has to extend at least as far as the met17-sna mutation. The mutation in met17-sna is much closer to the downstream flanking marker than to the upstream flanking marker (Fig. 2b) . Thus, if targeting occurs by single-strand assimilation without mismatch correction in the pms1 strain, we would expect the downstream flanking marker to be in hDNA with met17-sna more often than the upstream marker. Vector sequences were found at the downstream locus in 49 of 96 transformants (51%) but in only 23 of 96 (24%) at the upstream locus (P ϭ 0.0002) (Fig. 3c) . Transformants incorporating both flanking markers were rare (8 of 96, or 8%; data not shown), because this requires both that the hDNA tract be long (at least 2.2 kb) and that nuclease processing of the 5Ј end of the assimilated strand be limited to Ͻ100 or 165 bp, depending on which 3Ј end invaded (Fig. 2b) . Altogether, the data from the pms1 mutant show that the mechanism of gene targeting of a point mutation is significantly altered in the absence of at least one component of the mismatch repair machinery in a way that is consistent with single-strand invasion͞ assimilation without mismatch correction (Fig. 1c) .
Local DNA Dynamics Affect Interactions Between Targeting DNA and Targeted Locus. As shown in Fig. 3 , hDNA formation at both TRP1 and MET17 was much greater in the upstream, promoterproximal flanking region than in the downstream flanking region in wild-type cells. Both genes are transcribed in the same direction with respect to the centromere, so there were no clues as to whether the difference in hDNA formation up-and downstream at both loci was due to transcription or to some other factor, possibly the direction of replication fork movement through the locus or gross chromosome architecture.
To examine this question, we inverted the chromosomal met17ϻADE2 allele on a 2.9-kb SpeI fragment containing the ADE2 ORF under control of the MET17 promoter and flanked by Ϸ600 bp of MET17 sequences on both sides (see Materials and Methods). Transformation was repeated by using the same MET17 targeting DNA as in the earlier experiments to replace the inverted met17ϻADE2 allele. As shown in Fig. 3b , hDNA at the upstream flanking marker was essentially unchanged, with 42 transformants showing hDNA of 95 total Met ϩ Ade Ϫ transformants (44%), compared with 49 of 94 (52%) at the original met17ϻADE2 locus (P ϭ 0.31). In contrast, a small but significant increase in hDNA was observed at the downstream flanking region, with 38 sectors of 95 transformants (40%) compared with 24 of 94 (26%) in the original orientation (P ϭ 0.044) (Fig.  3b) . As a result, the difference in hDNA formation between the upstream and downstream flanking regions disappeared completely. Inversion of the met17ϻADE2 locus did not greatly affect its transcription, because ADE2 mRNA levels in the inverted strain were 60% of those in the noninverted strain as determined by Northern blot analysis (data not shown). This outcome suggests that the difference between the two flanking regions in hDNA formation observed with the original met17ϻADE2 allele was not caused by transcription. Finally, because of the higher rate of hDNA formation downstream with the inverted met17ϻADE2 allele, the proportion of transformants showing hDNA in both flanking regions increased to 20% (Table 1) . Subclone analysis of these transformants showed that all 19 were in the trans configuration (Table 1) .
To determine whether the origin of DNA replication (ARS1) at the TRP1 locus had any effect on hDNA formation or the mechanism of targeted integration, we mutated the origin in a way that was previously shown to eliminate its ability to support plasmid replication (20) . The same ars1 mutation was made in both the targeting fragment and the chromosome to avoid introducing additional heterologies between the two DNAs and to assure that neither the targeting DNA nor the targeted region was the site of replication initiation. ARS1 has previously been shown to be an active origin in the W303 yeast strain background used in our experiments (22) , and its ability to support plasmid replication is not affected by the adjacent trp1ϻURA3 disruption (data not shown).
As shown in Fig. 3a , hDNA formation at the downstream flanking region was unaffected by the ars1 mutation. This is particularly noteworthy because the downstream hDNA marker at TRP1 is directly adjacent to the site of replication initiation at ARS1 (23). Thus, it was surprising to find a reduction in hDNA at the upstream flanking marker in the ars1 mutant, with 37 sectors of 96 Trp ϩ Ura Ϫ transformants (39%) compared with 58 of 103 (56%) with the wild-type ARS1 (P ϭ 0.016). This result suggests that the presence of an active origin of DNA replication affects hDNA formation during gene targeting but, in this case, only at the upstream flanking marker distant from the origin and not at the downstream flanking marker located near the site of replication initiation. Furthermore, the ars1 mutation did not affect the mechanism of targeted integration: all seven transformants that showed hDNA formation in both the upstream and downstream flanking regions were in the trans configuration (Table 1) .
Discussion
Several important differences between DSBR and gene targeting led us to investigate the mechanism of targeted gene replacement in yeast. Furthermore, conflicting data from yeast and mouse cells raised the possibility of a fundamental difference between these organisms that might explain the higher efficiency of homology-directed gene targeting in yeast. In particular, it was suggested that gene targeting in yeast might frequently occur by assimilation of a single strand of the targeting DNA into heteroduplex with the homologous chromosomal locus, followed by mismatch correction in favor of the targeting DNA, as shown in Fig. 1b (15) . However, evidence for such a mechanism was found only in pms1 mutants, and the targeting constructs in that study differed from the targeted locus by just a few base pairs. Contrasting studies (e.g., 14) of gene replacement at a single locus in a mouse hybridoma cell line found little evidence for single-strand assimilation in mammalian cells.
Our studies focused on hDNA formation during gene targeting in wild-type yeast. To maximize the generality of our conclusions, hDNA formation was assayed at two different chromosomal loci, and both gene replacement and mutation correction by gene targeting were examined. Of 44 transformants where hDNA was detectable in both flanking regions in the gene replacement studies, only one of these was in the cis configuration (Table 1) . Similarly, examination of mutation correction by gene targeting produced nine transformants wherein hDNA was detectable in both flanking regions, and only two of these were in the cis configuration (Table 1) . No such transformants were identified in the corresponding pms1 mutant. Thus, gene targeting by single-strand assimilation appears not to be an important pathway in wild-type yeast, even in the absence of large heterologies between targeting and chromosomal DNA. Furthermore, it appears that gene replacement in mismatch repair-proficient mammals and yeast is initiated by invasion of the homologous chromosomal DNA by different strands of targeting DNA at the two ends, as shown in Fig. 1a .
In the course of our studies, we identified a notable difference in hDNA formation between the two flanking regions, with a greater level of hDNA detected in the upstream, promoterproximal flanking region (Fig. 3) at both TRP1 and MET17. The differences in frequency of hDNA formation between the upstream and downstream loci could be due to differential end processing by nucleases or to different lengths of DNA engaged in hDNA during strand invasion. Alternatively, it is possible that hDNA forms efficiently at one or both ends of the targeting fragment but that the positions of strand cleavages required to connect both strands of the targeting DNA with the chromosomal locus vary in the upstream and downstream regions, resulting in the difference in frequency of retention of hDNA in the resulting transformants. To gain insight into the factors that influence formation of gene targeting intermediates, we first considered the possibility that some aspect of transcription initiation or transcription-related chromatin remodeling led to higher hDNA formation in the promoter-proximal flanking region. The stimulatory effects of transcription on recombina-tion in general (24, 25) and on gene targeting in particular (26) have been appreciated for some time, suggesting transcription could be responsible for the observed disparity in hDNA formation. To examine this question, we inverted the met17ϻADE2 locus on chromosome XII so that it is transcribed toward the centromere and repeated the transformation experiments. If the difference in hDNA in the upstream and downstream flanking regions was attributable to transcription alone, we predicted that the disparity would be retained when targeting the inverted locus, but in fact the difference disappeared (Fig. 3b) even though the inverted locus was still transcribed at 60% of the level of the noninverted locus. This result makes it extremely unlikely that transcription is responsible for the disparity observed when targeting the original met17ϻADE2 locus.
A second possibility is that the disparity has to do with the effects of replication on gene targeting. A recent paper showed a dramatic effect of replication on the frequency of gene targeting in Schizosaccharomyces pombe, but the effect was limited to particular flanking sequences overlapping an active origin of replication (27) . To test the effects of replication on hDNA formation during gene targeting, we mutated the ARS1 origin at the TRP1 locus on both the targeting DNA and on the chromosomal trp1ϻURA3 allele. hDNA formation at the downstream locus, in the vicinity of the ars1 mutation, was completely unaffected. Surprisingly, however, hDNA was reduced at the upstream locus (Fig. 3a) . This result shows that hDNA formation at TRP1 is affected by the presence of the active replication origin. It is unclear whether the effect comes from binding of origin-specific proteins or from active initiation of DNA replication. We favor the latter hypothesis based on the fact that hDNA formation in the vicinity of ARS1, where origin-specific proteins would bind, was unaffected by the ars1 mutation.
Taken together, our studies lead to the firm conclusion that the early steps in gene targeting in wild-type yeast are analogous to those in DSBR, with the two ends of the targeting DNA separately engaging their homology regions in the chromosome as if each were one side of two separate double-strand breaks (Fig. 1a) . From this point on, the analogy to DSBR breaks down because the opposite sides of the breaks are absent, and the only recombination͞repair gene so far shown to be absolutely required for gene targeting in yeast is RAD52. The requirement for RAD52 in gene targeting in vertebrate cells is less strict (28, 29) , although a defect in gene targeting is one of the few phenotypes of vertebrate RAD52 Ϫ/Ϫ mutants (28, 29) . Interestingly, gene targeting in mammalian cells is absolutely dependent on Ercc1 (30) , which together with Xpf codes for a heterodimeric endonuclease. The requirement for the Ercc1 homolog in yeast, RAD10, is less stringent, although targeting frequencies are reduced 3-to 40-fold in rad10 and rad1 (Xpf homolog) mutants (10, (31) (32) (33) (34) . The peculiar genetic requirements of gene targeting are reminiscent of those for the single-strand annealing pathway for direct repeat recombination (35, 36) , which suggests that a similar intermediate exists during gene targeting that requires the mediator and/or annealing functions of Rad52 to form and the endonuclease function of Rad1͞10 to be processed. Although the details of such a mechanism remain unknown, it is clear from the changes in hDNA observed at the inverted MET17 locus and in the ars1 mutant at TRP1 that the formation and resolution of these intermediates are influenced a great deal by the chromosomal microenvironment of the targeted locus.
